
A resilient network solution for a leading, global manufacturer

Customer:   Jeyes

Location: UK-wide

Industry:   Manufacturing

Challenge:   Bandwidth availability and   
  reliability

Solution:   Fully-managed MPLS WAN

Results:  Unequivocal and scalable solution, 
  providing VPN access to 
  international sites and suppliers

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Founded in 1877, Jeyes are a leading manufacturer 
of cleaning and hygiene products, operating from 
six UK sites and five international sites. 
They were experiencing bandwidth availability 
problems at their Head Office with their existing 
Wide Area Network (WAN) service provider, and 
found that the network lacked reliability.  
Jeyes needed a resilient and scalable solution for 
extending bandwidth to their other UK sites, whilst 
also providing VPN access to international sites 
and suppliers.

THE CHALLENGE

GGR implemented a new managed MPLS WAN, 
which connected all of the sites into the Head 
Office using best-in-class Cisco hardware. 

A new high bandwidth access circuit was installed 
at HQ, allowing Jeyes plenty of capacity for the 
forseeable future and the flexibility to increase it 
significantly at short notice. 

In addition, all other UK sites were connected to 
the MPLS cloud, and internationsal sites were 
connected via Internet-VPN ensuring high speed 
connectivity at minimal cost.

THE SOLUTION

Jeyes now have a fully managed MPLS WAN with a 
single point of control and, importantly, sufficient 
bandwidth for their future business requirements. 
The UK sites now access the Internet via Head 
Office, providing a single point for security policy 
enforcement and management. 
Jeyes also have a fully automated backup at all 
sites, ensuring business continuity should they 
lose connectivity via the primary link. 
GGR fully manage this network remotely, 24 hours 
a day, every day.

THE RESULT
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“GGR’s extensive technical expertise ensure 
that we had the best possible team in place 
to implement our full WAN changeover. Our 
infrastructure is now fully supported by GGR 
and we receive a high level of customer and 
technical service from them. I would strongly 
recommend GGR Communications to anyone.”

Stuart Clarke, Group Network Manager,
Jeyes Ltd

• Proactive end-to-end management
• Converged network implementation and 

migration
• 24/7 maintenance and fault management 

giving peace of mind
• Expert industry knowledge giving best 

practice solutions, tailor-made to the client
• Scalable future-proof solution.

BENEFITS


